
Loc code name sequence recommendations Date / start - end professional's feeling overall

WEEK

positive negative duration  real / planned room org. 1 ind C comfortable learners'interest C comfortable

12  participants  (25-35 years 

old)

2 pair U uncomfortable according to teachers O uncomfortable

professionals: Psychologist 3 group T tense 1 to 6 G tense

1 E1 My own spot introduction "What is SERA". 

Rules & boundraies. 

it is good start for the   work 

and clarify  the expectation

activity 4 is not necessary for the adult 

prisoners.

 With the adult prisoners it is 

easier to explain the boundries 

and expectations.

2 hours / 2 hours class 1 C 6 C

1 E2 Movie "Billy Elliot" it is good idea to talk about 

movie. We didnt talk about 

only communication but also 

social factors that is criminalize 

us  and how can we handle in 

difficulties in a peaceful way. 

with working adult prisoners they prefer 

talking instead of paper works. Even if we 

watched very political movie it is very 

difficult to talk about it during 7 hours.

We watched malcom x instead 

of billy elliot.Because talking 

abaut politics and social 

problems is something very 

interesting both prisoners  and 

me. 

7 hours / 2 hours class

1 E6 Let's learn about social media İt is forbidden to have a internet 

connection in the prison. 

adult prisoners dont prefers 

paper works so we discussed 

about social network and effects 

of our lifes. 

11 hours / 2 hours class C 3 C

1 E8 We get informed media literacy is a very 

important subject to talk 

about. 

in turkey politics and news are very fragile 

to talk about it.  

prisoners in turkey are very 

politicized. They like to talk 

about media and different 

perceptions of news.

4 hours / 4 hours    this 

sequence can be longer

class C 6 T

1 E12

My first steps with digital equipment

There is no pc for every prisoners and we 

dont have a pc room for prisoners. 

class

1 E13 Look good, feel good (act 1&2) There are 8 activities and none of them 

can be done in prisons. Because it if 

forbidden to cook for inmates 

There is no kitchen and cooking tools 

available in the prison 

class

01-janv I3 Cooking for charity  "invite a chef" There are 8 activities and none of them 

can be done in prisons. Because it is 

forbidden to cook for inmates . there is no 

kitchen and cooking tools available in the 

prison. Charity organizations is forbidden 

class

1 i6 Cooking is not an art it is educational  to talk about 

different food traditions and 

different cultures. 

activity 2 cannot be done beacuse cooking 

is not possible. 

in this section it was discussed 

culturel diffferentials not food. 

Eating pig meat and drinking 

alcohol was  discussed in a 

perspective of culture not the 

religion. 

1 hour / 1 hour class C 6 C

1 P1 Mind and body neither me nor prisoners feel  

comfortable with the body 

movements, playing games  and 

fitness

class

1 P8 Ear talking exploring our lives in a different 

ways is important for the 

understand ourself.

activites are not appropriate for the 

adults. 

we had a discussion about music 

and lifestyle.  Which music type 

is related which culture.  (drugs, 

emotions, way of love, religion 

extc) 

class C 5 C

P9 Singer I don't get the point . activites are not appropriate for the 

adults. 

like P8 have discussion about 

culturel diversity, music, drugs 

ext.. 

4 hours / 1 hours 

SERA TURKEY  Cycle 1  Experimentation

overall thoughts



P 12 Circle of courage good discussion subjects. 4 hours / 1 hours C 5 C

P14 Strict and flexible I am not responsible neither to take the 

prisoners out nor physical activities

P17 Life in pieces ı didnt understand the point of activites 

and sequences. I changed whole sequence. 

Also games are childish for the adults. 

we talked about emotions. Gave 

a lesson about emotions and we 

played emotions matched 

games. (emotions wheel can be 

find on google ) 

12 hours / 3 hours 

1 P18 Collaboration (aka Rock and Water)
I am not responsible to take the 

prosoners open area .

class

P22 STogether dont feel myself with the physical  stuff.

P24 All together now (drawing) activities are not available for the adult 

prisoners.

2 P26 Copy your face

materials  are not easy to get in 

the prisons

class

1 P28 My portrait (act 3) Not easy fort he prison context. Taking 

photo is illegal also go get material is not 

easy to find. 

class

P29 Once upon the time stories are too childish for the adults. 

İnstead we talked about prisoners own life 

stories and what made them to come 

prison

4.5 hours / 1 hours 

P30 Growing stronger in adversity we talked about Atatürk, mevlana, steve 

jobs, mandela subject can be politize very 

quickly. 

6 hours / 2 hours T 4 T

P31 learn to cope with anger activities are not very efficient. I have 

changed all activities. (I already  sent it )

8.5 hours / 3 hours 

S2 Orient express cultural sensitivity is a delicate  subject to 

discussed. I enyoyed to talk about this 

subject .

instead of "orient express"  ı 

changed the game name as a 

"western express" . Changed the 

questions. I focused syrian 

emigrants, different looks 

women and  men 

1 hour / 1 hours T 5 T

S5 Burn down role play is not sometihng ı can do very 

comfortable. 

discussions  about social 

problems in prison context 

1 hour / 1 hours C 5 C

1 S13 Together we can make it

I am not responsible to take the prosoners 

open area . also all the prisoners are 

working in the day time

class

1 S19 Together we can make it

I am not responsible to take the prosoners 

open area . also all the prisoners are 

working in the day time

class


